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Secret Cape Town, the latest book by travel writers Justin Fox and
Alison Westwood, presents the Mother City’s hidden gems – those
places that would not normally make it into a conventional
guidebook.
A captain who lived on the wreck of the Kakapo for three years;
Table Mountain’s hidden hiking trails; a restaurant in a
maximum-security prison; the arboreal evidence of apartheid’s
earliest manifestation; a woman disguised as a male doctor for 56
years; a beach on top of Table Mountain; a fascinating secret
collection of vintage and classic cars; a magical tree renowned for
its spiritual healing properties; a heated pool in a military base
that’s open to the public; a secret night-time nature tour; a
hamster wheel for humans...
Far from the crowds and the usual clichés, Cape Town is a reserve
of well-concealed treasures, revealed only to those residents or
visitors prepared to wander off the beaten track. This is an
indispensable guide for those who think they know Cape Town
well and those who would like to discover the hidden face of the
city.
The book is available for purchase on the following
online stores:
Amazon, Amazon UK and Exclusive Books.
AUTHOR BIOGRAPHIES:
Alison Westwood grew up in Johannesburg, but was fortunate
enough to find her way to Cape Town in 1999. She immediately
decided that it was the best city in the world. Although she’s

travelled extensively on five continents since then, she hasn’t yet
found any reason to change that opinion. Alison has a degree in
journalism from Rhodes University and has worked as a travel
writer and photographer for print and online publications for more
than a decade. Her preference for the unusual, the interesting, and
the just plain odd made the task of tracking down Cape Town’s
untold secrets particularly exciting and, if possible, made her love
her adoptive home even more.
Justin Fox is an award-winning writer and photographer based
in Cape Town. He’s a former editor of Getaway International travel
magazine. Justin was a Rhodes Scholar and received a doctorate in
English from Oxford University after which he became a research
fellow at the University of Cape Town, where he now teaches part
time. His articles and photographs have appeared internationally
in a number of publications and on a wide range of topics, while
his short stories and poems have appeared in various anthologies.
He is a two-time Mondi journalism award winner. His recent
books include The Marginal Safari (Umuzi, 2010), Whoever Fears
the Sea (Umuzi, 2014) and The Impossible Five (Tafelberg, 2015).
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These rocks in Sea Point were visited by Charles Darwin on his epic voyage around the world
in 1836 ©Justin Fox
Charles Darwin's Rocks
Location: parking lot at the south end of Queens Beach near the
intersection of Beach and Alexander Roads in Sea Point

Whenever there’s a decent swell, surfers clamber over a group of
curious, streaky-coloured rocks at the south end of Queens Beach
before leaping into the waves. These rocks were visited by Charles
Darwin in 1836 during his epic voyage around the world on HMS
Beagle.
A plaque in the parking lot commemorates Darwin’s observation
that this intrusion of basaltic volcanic rock into granitic rock was a
unique geological feature. The plaque also includes a drawing of
the Beagle and quotes from his work.
The rocks reveal an impressive contact zone of dark slate with pale
intrusive granite. This interesting example of contact between
sedimentary and igneous rock was first recorded by Clarke Abel in
1818. It shows how, about 540 million years ago, molten granite
intruded into the older, darker, metamorphosed siltstone of the
Malmesbury Group of rocks. Although this intrusion initially
occurred at great depth, prolonged erosion eventually exposed the
granite, forming a basement onto which younger sedimentary
rocks of the Table Mountain Group were deposited. This contact
was influential in understanding the geology of the Earth.
Darwin’s later account of the rocks at Sea Point (which he
erroneously called ‘Green Point’) was a result of eight years of
writing and correspondence after his return to England.
The rocks were proclaimed a historical monument in 1953 and a
bronze plaque was erected by the National Monuments Council. In
2010 the plaque was stolen for its metal and the City of Cape Town

replaced it with an informative plaque describing the significance
of the outcrops. Even this new plaque, made of synthetic material,
has been vandalised in an abortive attempt to steal it for its ‘metal’
content.
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Groote Schuur Residence was first built as a granary by the Dutch East India Company in 1893
©Alison Westwood
Groote Schuur Residence
Location: Klipper Road, Rondebosch
Although Cecil John Rhodes liked to open his gardens at Groote
Schuur to the public every weekend, visitors are not exactly

encouraged these days. The estate is now the official residence of
South Africa’s president. Security is tight and tours must be
arranged in advance and a passport or identity document
provided.
Nonetheless, a visit is well worth the effort. Set against the slopes
of Table Mountain, this magnificent house was first built as a
granary in 1658 by the Dutch East India Company, accounting for
its name, which means ‘Great Barn’. After Cecil John Rhodes
became Prime Minister of the Cape Colony in 1890, he first rented
the property and then purchased it in 1893.
He then commissioned a young, unknown British architect visiting
Cape Town to renovate the building. It was Herbert Baker’s first
project in South Africa and led to his creation of what became
known as the Cape Dutch Revival Style.
After a suspicious fire destroyed a portion of the house in
December 1896, Baker and Rhodes reconstructed and modernised
the building using handmade ironmongery and antique Dutch and
Spanish tiles, bricks and lanterns. Rhodes commissioned agents to
find original furniture, silver and glassware from the Cape, some
of which had to be re-imported from Holland. Where no suitable
furniture could be found, Baker designed pieces himself. Rhodes
bequeathed his estate to the nation and from 1911 until 1994
Groote Schuur was the official Cape residence of South Africa’s
prime ministers and presidents. It was here in 1990 that FW de
Klerk and Nelson Mandela signed the ‘Groote Schuur Minute’, an
historic commitment to peaceful negotiations.

The teak-lined manor is now a museum, housing a fine collection
of Del ceramics, Chinese and Japanese porcelain, 17th-century
Flemish tapestries and many other treasures, including Rhodes’s
personal library and one of only three Dolmetsch ‘Beethoven’
fortepianos ever made, which visitors are sometimes invited to
play.
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The Treaty Tree is a landmark milkwood tree that marks the spot where control of the Cape
passed from the Dutch to the British ©Alison Westwood
The Treaty Tree
Location: Corner of Treaty and Spring Streets, Woodstock.

Beside the railway tracks that run behind the furniture wholesale
warehouses in Lower Woodstock is an old milkwood tree. The
commemorative plaque on the rock beneath it was stolen some
years ago, but it is nonetheless a national monument.
It was here on 10 January 1806, that the commandant of Cape
Town, Lieutenant-Colonel Hieronymus Casimir von Prophalow,
and the commanders of the British forces signed the treaty of the
Battle of Blaauwberg. The treaty passed control of the Cape from
Dutch to British hands, where it remained for more than a century,
until it was incorporated into the Union of South Africa in 1910.
At the time of the treaty, the tree stood beside a homestead called
Papendorp, after which the suburb of Woodstock was originally
named. This building became known as Treaty House and the tree
as the Treaty Tree. The house was demolished to make way for a
factory in 1935, but the tree survived. In 1967 it was declared a
national monument.
Although it’s not certain how old the tree is, some say it was
already a landmark for Portuguese sailors in the 16th century.
Legend also has it that it was near this tree that 64 of cut-throat
explorer Captain d’Almeida’s infamous marines were massacred
by local Khoikhoi in 1509 after foolishly attempting to abduct an
infant from the clan.
Before 1806, the tree was known as the slave tree, as slaves were
sold in its shade – and sometimes hanged from its branches. Until
the end of the last century, there still lived in Woodstock a woman,
Rachel Bester, who claimed to have seen the slave dealers touting

their human wares under the tree.
It’s interesting to note that, until the land reclamation of the
Foreshore in 1952, the Treaty Tree would have been very close to
the old Woodstock beach, with a fine view of the sea and ships
coming in and out of the harbour.
This is probably the only tree in South Africa to have a wine named
after it. The milkwood is pictured on the label of Flagstone’s
Treaty Tree Reserve – an award-winning blend of Sauvignon Blanc
and Semillon.
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This Quagga foal was the first extinct animal to have its DNA studied ©Alison Westwood
The Quagga Foal
Location: South African Museum 25 Queen Victoria Street.
Tucked away in a gloomy room of the South African Museum is a

tiny quagga foal – one of only 23 remaining specimens of an
extinct type of zebra once plentiful in Southern Africa. If you don’t
know she’s there, you’ll probably miss her, as her case is kept
completely darkened – a switch must be pressed to illuminate her
for just a few seconds. It is thanks to this foal and to an
extraordinary natural historian named Reinhold Rau, that her kind
may once again wander the dusty plains of the Karoo.
When colonists arrived in the Cape, quaggas were ruthlessly
hunted and many were sent to European zoos. However, because
the term ‘quagga’ was used indiscriminately to refer to all zebras,
its extinction in the wild in 1878 passed unnoticed. When a quagga
mare at Amsterdam Zoo died on 12 August 1883, nobody realised
she was the very last of her kind. Indeed, it was only three years
later that quagga hunting was banned in the Cape.
When Rau was tasked with remounting the South African
Museum’s shabby quagga foal in 1969, he discovered that there
was still flesh attached to the pelt. Rau kept the tissue and notified
the scientific community. But it was only much later, in 1983, that
Russell Higuchi from the University of California requested tissue
samples for DNA testing.
The quagga became the first extinct animal to have its DNA
studied. The results were astonishing: instead of being a distinct
species, as had been thought, the quagga was found to be a
subspecies, with DNA identical to that of the still-living plains
zebra. Since its coat pattern, with stripes mostly on the front
section and plain brown hindquarters, turned out to be the only
perceptible difference between quaggas and their surviving

cousins, Rau believed that re-bred animals that looked like
quaggas could justifiably be called quaggas.
Determined to rectify a tragic mistake, Rau decided to try
resurrecting the creature, launching the Quagga Project in 1987.
Nine plains zebra with quagga-like traits were captured at Etosha
National Park and selectively bred. e progress of the Rau quaggas
in just 30 years is significant. While it will never be possible to put
right the extinction of a species, the Quagga Project is surely a
small step in the right direction.
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Paulsberg Cannon was a signal cannon in an early warning system that stretched up the West
coast of False Bay ©Justin Fox
Paulsberg Cannon
Location: the cannon is a 45-minute walk up the path behind
Bordjies Rif parking lot along the Farmer's Cliff Trail in Cape

Point Nature Reserve.
On top of Paulsberg, on the eastern seaboard of Cape Point Nature
Reserve, stands a Dutch 4-pounder cannon. Painted black, it sits
in a commanding position with uninterrupted views of the Atlantic
Ocean, Cape Point and False Bay. Until recently, the gun’s purpose
remained something of a mystery.
From a military perspective, a small, single gun could not have
served any defensive purpose, as it did not cover any significant
access routes to the Cape’s settlements; nor could it have inflicted
any damage on passing ships.
However, the naval presence in Simon’s Town necessitated some
form of warning system should an enemy ship enter False Bay and
threaten the anchorage. For this reason, both the Dutch and later
the English had established gun batteries in Simon’s Town.
Paulsberg cannon was, in all likelihood, a signal cannon – the first
cog in an early warning system that stretched up the west coast of
False Bay.
Jim Hallinan, former social ecologist for the Cape Peninsula
National Park, set about solving the riddle of the Paulsberg gun.
He unearthed archival documents that presented important clues.
A number of early 19th-century letters tell us that the signal post
was permanently manned, even in peacetime. This suggests that
the gun transmitted signals other than purely warning ones,
perhaps to advise the colony of arriving ships.
From letters between Mr Bird, Acting Colonial Secretary, and Mr

PS Buissine, Deputy Fiscal, we determine with certainty that
signalling was conducted from Paulsberg, and that the adjacent
hut was already in disrepair by 1809, only the third year of English
occupation.This suggests that the gun was probably used by the
Dutch prior to the invasion of the English in 1806. Further letters
note that Paulsberg was the “foremost signal post,” meaning that
the signal travelled in a northerly direction via other similar posts.
The absence of noise pollution in 1809 meant that in favourable
weather conditions (such as a cold day with low cloud and a
following wind) the sound of a 4-pounder firing a blank charge
could be heard for about eight kilometres. A reasonable
expectation would be for the sound to carry six kilometres. We can
thus assume that there would have been about three other posts
between Paulsberg and the naval station at Simon’s Town. In other
words, this was Napoleonic radar.
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St George's is a neo-classical cathedral built for Cape Town's small Greek community in 1903
©Justin Fox
St George's Cathedral
Location: 75 Mountain Road, Woodstock.

At the top of Cape Town’s Adderley Street, St George’s Cathedral
(Anglican) is one of the best-known churches in South Africa.
However, there’s another, far less famous St George’s Cathedral in
the city.
The Greek cathedral (Agios Georgios) was built in 1903-04, just a
few years after Cape Town received its first Greek Orthodox priest,
and was expanded in 1983. It is of a neo-classical design, built for
Cape Town’s small Greek community. As cathedrals go, it’s a
humble building in a quiet corner of Woodstock. But nothing quite
prepares you for the interior. Upon entering the building, you’re
immediately struck by the grandeur of the frescoes, icons,
furnishings and ornamentation.
The walls, vaults and apse are all richly decorated with Byzantinestyle frescoes depicting Jesus, the protecting saints and various
icons. The frescoes were produced by Father Nikolai, a Romanian
priest and hagiographer, who painted the interiors with two
assistants in the 1990s under the guidance of Bishop Ioakim.
Funding for the project was raised by subscription from members
of the congregation.
The nave displays the Nativity, the life of the Virgin and the Agony
of Christ, while the sanctuary is dominated by an image of Jesus
sitting on the lap of the Virgin, presented as his protector. The
vaults are rendered as a blue sky dotted with stars and Christ
Pantocrator looks down from their midst.
As the early morning sun pours through the stained-glass
windows, it illuminates the rich colours within. If you visit during

a service, the chanting, white robes and incense transport you
straight to the eastern Mediterranean. Look out for the
archbishop’s throne, flanked by a frieze depicting St Demetrios
and St Minas.
The church was accorded cathedral status in 1968 and became the
seat of the Orthodox Archbishopric of Good Hope, Patriarch of
Alexandria and All Africa. The archdiocese presides over the
Western, Northern and Eastern Cape provinces, the Orange Free
State, KwaZulu-Natal, Namibia, Lesotho and Swaziland.
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Wood's cycad, in Kirstenbosch Gardens, has been called 'the loneliest plant in the world'
©Alison Westwood
The Singular Cycad
Location: Kirstenbosch National Botanical Gardens

What has been called ‘the loneliest plant in the world’ stands
among a host of its relatives in the cycad dell at Kirstenbosch.
Encephalartos woodii, or Wood’s cycad, was discovered in the
oNgoye Forest in KwaZulu-Natal by John Medley Wood curator of
the Durban Botanic Gardens, found one clump of four trunks, all
part of the same plant. e cycad was identified as a new species and
named a er him in 1908.
In 1903 Wood sent his deputy James Wylie to collect some of the
smaller offshoots. In 1907 Wylie returned to collect two of the
larger trunks, which still grow in the Durban Botanic Gardens. By
1912 there was only one three-metre tall trunk le in the wild. is was
sent to the Government Botanist in Pretoria in 1916, but died in
1964. Despite numerous excursions to the forest since, no others
have been found. The plant is now considered extinct in the wild.
What makes this a problem for E woodii is that cycads are
dioecious – there are separate male and female plants. The plant
that Wood stumbled on was male; no female seems to exist. This
tall, palm-like plant, with a lineage going back about 340 million
years, predates the dinosaurs and somehow survived through five
ice ages, yet now appears unable to procreate.
All specimens of E woodii were grown from suckers of the original
plant. It’s one of the rarest and most highly prized plants in the
world, with suckers selling for as much as $20,000. A sucker sold
by Kirstenbosch fetched R89,000 (about $7,500), which was
considered a bargain. You’ll notice that the tree at Kirstenbosch is
surrounded by a cage to prevent theft of the suckers.

Although there’s still hope that another wild (hopefully female)
specimen may one day be found somewhere in the oNgoye Forest,
botanists are trying different techniques to create a female E
woodii.
One method is using pollen from its cones to fertilise its closest
relative, Encephalartos natalensis, then crossing the offspring with
E woodii again over many generations. However, this is a slow
process and the hybrids would never be ‘pure’ E woodii. Other
scientists are hoping that one of the male plants will undergo a
spontaneous sex change – something that’s been known to happen
in other cycads.
Until then, as biologist Richard Fortey wrote, “this is the most
solitary organism in the world, growing older, alone, and fated to
have no successors.”
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Netsuke is the name given to the miniature ceremonial carvings worn by wealthy merchants
during the time of the Samurai ©Alison Westwood
Netsuke Miniature Carvings
Location: South African Jewish Museum, 88 Hatfield St

In a small room lined with wooden cabinets, more than 200
carvings and ornamental sword fittings are displayed, each in
separate compartments, like a giant printer’s tray. Fashioned from
wood, ivory, staghorn and bone, the carvings are astonishingly
intricate and lifelike. Visitors can spend hours poring over them –
magnifying glasses and descriptive pamphlets are provided.
About half the exhibit is composed of netsuke. Netsuke is the
name of miniature ceremonial carvings worn by wealthy
merchants during the time of the Samurai. The development of
netsuke can be traced back to the Seclusion (Sakoku) Edict of 1636.
Concerned with the burgeoning wealth of the merchants, the
Shogun forbade all classes other than samurai from flaunting their
wealth on pain of death.
However, utilitarian objects were exempt from these laws. As
kimonos didn’t have pockets, Japanese men wore small boxes
(inro) or pouches (obi) hung from their sashes by a cord attached
with a bobble. These bobbles were netsuke, which became one of
the few ways the merchant classes could display their status. The
accessories quickly evolved into miniature works of art.
Isaac Kaplan, one of the founders of the South African Jewish
Museum, was introduced to Japanese okimono (ornamental art)
by a friend who visited Japan in the 1930s. Kaplan developed a
lifelong passion for Japanese miniature art, particularly netsuke
and sword fitting, collecting a total of 613 Japanese carvings
through London trading houses and auctions, of which the best are
on display here.

Their subjects are drawn from every facet of Japanese life: history,
mythology, religion and popular humour. From a deer howling at
the moon to a tea kettle becoming a badger, the objects are both
breathtakingly beautiful and intriguing. For example, one netsuke
(an ivory pine cone) opens to reveal, on one side, an old couple
sweeping pine needles and on the other, a 1000-year old turtle
(minogame) and a crane beneath a pine tree. All this in a carving
just four centimetres high.
Interestingly, Kaplan never visited Japan himself. He spent hours
every evening studying Japanese art, history, legend and culture to
enhance his insight into the pieces in his collection. He even taught
himself to read and write the Japanese of the Samurai period. But
Kaplan reasoned that since his passion was for the bygone world of
17th- and 18th-century Japan, he would not want to see the
changes that had taken place there since.
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Koeberg power station is surrounded by a 3,000ha nature reserve ©Alison Westwood
Koeberg Nature Reserve
Location: approximately 30km north of Cape Town off the R27.
Africa’s only nuclear power plant seems an unlikely place to go for
a spot of mountain biking or a relaxing walk along the beach.
However, Koeberg Power Station, just 30km from central Cape
Town, is surrounded by a 3,000-hectare nature reserve, complete
with herds of eland, zebra, gemsbok and springbok, as well as

more than 170 species of birds, all thriving in the rare and
threatened West Coast strandveld.
Koeberg Nature Reserve is the property of South Africa’s national
electricity supplier, Eskom. It was established in 1991 (six years
after the construction of the power station was completed) as part
of Eskom’s environmental policy and serves as an outdoor
education centre for the community. Koeberg encourages visitors
to explore the reserve via two walking trails and a mountain-bike
trail.
All trails start from the visitors’ parking lot, where there is an
information kiosk providing pamphlets and a map. The shorter
Grysbok Trail (either 2.5km or 5.7km) follows a circular route
around wetlands to a viewpoint of Table Mountain from the beach.
The Dikkop Trail, heading towards the opposite end of the reserve,
is a series of interconnected paths, including a 2km stretch along
the beach. These paths can be walked as a 9.5km, 19.3km or
22.3km circular trail, depending on your time and energy. Pack a
picnic lunch and enjoy it on the beach.
For mountain bikers, there is a well-marked 19km trail with three
loops. The route is fairly flat and on well-maintained 4x4 tracks,
making it a good outing for the less fit or for families with children.
The furthest section of the trail leads cyclists to a bird hide where
there are good chances of spotting pelicans, flamingos and fish
eagles. For a few extra kilometres (and some sand riding) it’s
worth taking the right turn down to the beach on the way back.
Look out for the lone eland; one cyclist returned rather breathless
to say he’d been chased halfway around the reserve by it.

According to Eskom’s environmental officer, the eland was
probably just lonely and looking for company.
Lucky visitors may also spot some of the small predators in the
reserve, which include the African wild cat, genet and caracal
(rooikat). The best time to visit is in spring (August to September)
when a spectacular display of wild flowers carpets the reserve.
Remember to pack sunblock and a hat, as there’s no shade in the
reserve.
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The Breakwater Prison treadmill sits behind the solitary confinement cells at the UCT Graduate
School of Business ©Justin Fox
Breakwater Prison Treadmill
Location: UCT Graduate School of Business, 8 Portswood Road,
V&A Waterfront

The Breakwater Prison treadmill sits beside the solitaryconfinement cells in a parking lot at the University of Cape Town’s
Business School. It is thought to be unique in sub-Saharan Africa.
Convicts who caused trouble could either be thrown into solitary
confinement or sentenced to hours, sometimes even days, on the
treadmill.
For 55 minutes of every hour, a convict would hang onto an
overhead bar while his feet kept the treadmill turning at a steady
pace. It was like a cruel hamster wheel for humans. Should the
prisoner slack off, the wooden treads would crack him on the shins
until they bled.
Beside the treadmill you’ll find the row of isolation cells and two
death cells. Gallows Hill, used for executions, is less than a
kilometre away and is the current location of Cape Town’s Traffic
Department.
Also adjacent to the treadmill stands the wall of the original
prison. It’s scored with Anglo-Boer War graffiti carved in the stone
by inmates and shows images of President Paul Kruger, Cecil John
Rhodes and celebrations at the fall of Mafeking in 1902.
Just below the prison is a quarry that was excavated for its rock.
Today, the V&A Marina and One & Only Hotel stand on the edge
of the flooded quarry. Prisoners hauled the rock up the hill in rail
wagons, then down through a tunnel beside Dock House to be
used in the construction of the harbour’s breakwater.

Many convicts were guilty of no more than having jumped ship at
the Cape. They’d been press-ganged into maritime service in
England and found life at sea too hard to bear.
The old Breakwater Gaol was a prominent feature on Cape Town’s
shoreline long before Robben Island achieved worldwide notoriety
as a prison. There were, in fact, two breakwater jails, the first of
which was built in 1859, when construction of the breakwater for
the Victoria & Alfred Basins commenced. After a strike in 1885,
when black and white convicts held meetings in the yard together,
prison authorities decided that interracial contact was causing the
trouble and decided to segregate prisoners.
The Industrial Breakwater Prison (today housing the Graduate
School of Business) was built in 1901 to incarcerate white male
convicts. The design of four castellated turrets and an enclosed
courtyard was based on that of Millbank and Pentonville prisons in
England. It was only used as a jail for 10 years.
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Just Nuisance is the only dog ever to be officially enlisted in the Royal Navy ©Justin Fox

Just Nuisance Grave
Location: driving from Simon’s Town over Red Hill on Red Hill
Road (M66), turn left at the ‘Just Nuisance grave 1.4km’ sign.
The only dog ever to be officially enlisted in the Royal Navy, Just
Nuisance was a Great Dane that served at HMS Afrikander, a
Simon’s Town shore base, during World War II.
The grave lies among fynbos and sandstone outcrops in a quiet
corner of the former South African Navy Signal School. A granite
headstone reads: “Great Dane Just Nuisance, Able Seaman RN,
HMS Afrikander, 1940–44, died 1 April 1944, age 7 years.”
Nuisance was bought by Benjamin Chaney, who ran the United
Services Institute in Simon’s Town. The dog became popular with
patrons of the institute, particularly the ratings, who took to
feeding him nibbles and taking him for walks. The dog would
follow them back to the naval base, where he would lounge on the
decks of ships moored alongside. His preferred spot was at the top
of the gangplank. Since he was a very large dog, even by Great
Dane standards, he presented a considerable obstacle and became
affectionately known as Nuisance.
The hound began taking day trips with the sailors by train to Cape
Town. Despite the seamen’s attempts to conceal him, conductors
would eject him from the trains as soon as he was discovered.
Railway officials even warned that he would have to be put down if
he wasn’t prevented from boarding trains.

The news that Nuisance was in serious trouble with the authorities
prompted sailors and locals to write to the Navy, pleading that
something be done. Naval command promptly enlisted the dog. As
a member of the armed forces, Nuisance was now entitled to free
rail travel. For the next few years he proved to be a morale booster
for Simon’s Town’s military personnel.
In the enlistment papers, his surname was entered as ‘Nuisance’
and his forename ‘Just’. His trade was listed as ‘bone crusher’ and
his

religious

subsequently

affiliation
amended

as
to

‘scrounger’,
‘Canine

although

Divinity

this was

League (Anti-

Vivisection)’. Later, to allow him to receive rations and to reward
him for long service, the dog was promoted from Ordinary Seaman
to Able Seaman.
Upon his death, Just Nuisance was taken to Klaver Camp, where
his body was draped with the Royal Navy’s white ensign and
buried with full naval honours, including a gun salute and the
sounding of the ‘Last Post’.
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The Heritage vine is estimated to have been planted in 1771 ©Alison Westwood
The Heritage Vine
Location: Corner of Bree and Shortmarket Streets
In a courtyard surrounded by historic townhouses grows an

ancient vine that still produces a few litres of wine each year.
Estimated to have been planted in 1771, it’s likely that this is not
only the oldest vine in South Africa, but also the oldest wineproducing vine in the southern hemisphere.
Wine making in the Cape dates back to the first days of the Dutch
settlement. Scurvy, caused by Vitamin C deficiency, was the
scourge of sailors of the day. It was the main reason Jan van
Riebeeck was sent to establish a refreshment station at the Cape in
1652. Commander van Riebeeck had been an assistant surgeon in
Batavia and believed (incorrectly) that wine could cure scurvy.
Naturally, planting vines was among his first actions on arrival.
Seven years later, on 2 February 1659, he wrote in his
diary,“Today, praise be to God, wine was made for the first time
from Cape grapes.”
The vines of The Company Gardens did not survive long before
wine-making moved first to Constantia then Franschhoek, Paarl
and Stellenbosch. However, it remained common for the burghers
of Cape Town to plant vines in their gardens and make their own
wine. This was probably the case of the vine at Heritage Square.
The townhouses were built in 1771 and in a journal dated 1785 the
first landlord wrote, “Drinking wine under the grape tree.” In 2008
(223 years later) the vine again produced 15 litres of excellent
wine, made on the premises and bottled with the label ‘Heritage
1771’.
That the vine exists at all is something of a miracle. In the mid1800s, European vineyards were obliterated by the Phylloxera
aphid in The Great French Wine Blight. Phylloxera spread to the

Cape in 1866, causing widespread devastation. Probably owing to
its isolation, the Heritage vine escaped the blight, making it one of
the few remaining original French vinifera rootstock surviving
today.
Then, in the 1960s, the townhouses were threatened with
demolition in order to build a multi-storey car park. For over a
decade, the square was left abandoned and the vine survived
untended, fed only by rainwater. Luckily, the car park project fell
through and the Cape Town Heritage Trust, formed in 1987,
undertook to renovate the square.
The Heritage vine is so old that it is difficult to accurately identify
the variety. Initial research suggested it was a Crouchen Blanc, one
of the first varieties to arrive in the Cape from the Western
Pyrenees. However, when winemaker and viticulturist Jean
Vincent Rindon sent cuttings to the French National Institute for
Agricultural Research, he was told the vine is probably a Gros
Chenin, better known as Chenin Blanc.
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Competition, brought to you by Land Rover and Canon, is now
open for entries and we have some amazing images submitted.
The grand title winner of the year's competition will walk away
with a Big Cat Photo Safari for two, provided by At Close Quarters
with flights by Airlink, as well as a Canon EOS 700D with a double
lens kit. Runner up prizes include a two night safari for two at

Klaserie Sands River Camp or Hideaways' Elephant's Eye while
each category finalist will enjoy a case of wine provided by Rhino
Tears. The most popular entries on Facebook and Instagram will
enjoy prizes sponsored by iSimangaliso and Thule.
The following gallery showcases this week’s finalists. Get your
entries in now and join us in celebrating Africa! Click here for
more details
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The kiss in Maasai Mara, Kenya ©Adam Barnard
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Flight of gold in Mana Pools National Park, Zimbabwe by ©Vikram Ghanekar
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Blyde River Canyon in South Africa ©Tim Feherty
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Star burst in Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa ©Andrew Schoeman
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Fox jump in Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, South Africa ©Willem Kruger
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Arbore tribe members in Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©Robin Young
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Mountain gorilla, Hirwa group, Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda ©Olivier Delaera
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"Awwww Mom do I have to?" in Timbavati Game Reserve, South Africa ©Andrew Schoeman
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Owlett housekeeping ©Willem Kruger
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"Tusked" in Madikwe Game Reserve, South Africa ©Janine Malan
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A forest of legs in Nxai Pan National Park, Botswana ©Andrew Schoeman
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Cape Town panorama, South Africa ©Greg Metro
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Surma tribe in Omo Valley, Ethiopia©Robin Young
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Bataleur in Kruger National Park, South Africa ©Jennifer Ludlum
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